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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONDUIT ADVANCED CONTROL
SYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION INTERFACE WITH A CASE
STUDY APPLICATION TO AN ADVANCED FLY BY WIRE
HELICOPTER DESIGN
JASON COLBOURNE*
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate, U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command,
Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
The fields of control law design and handling quality analysis are complementary areas of work, yet
are often separated in practice. The desire to integrate the fields of handling qualities and flight
control systems led to the development of the Control Designer's and Unified Interface (CONDUIT)
system. This tool facilitates control system designs that achieve desired handling quality require-
ments and servo-loop specifications in a single design process. With CONDUIT, the control system
engineer is now able to directly design control systems to meet the complete set of handling quality
specifications. CONDUIT allows the designer to retain a preferred control law structure, then tunes
the system parameters to meet the handling quality requirements.
This technical memorandum focuses on the development of CONDUIT and describes the
philosophy, components, and capability of this tool. CONDUIT is designed to allow for rapid
problem setup and easy evaluation of complex handling quality specifications. The system allows an
engineer to design any control law architecture and provide rapid analysis and tuning of that design.
Use of the Mathwork's SIMULINK block diagram simulation environment allows industries to
work in a design mode that is easy and familiar. CONDUIT's visual environment allows for rapid
setup and significant insight into the performance of the control system.
Demonstration of CONDUIT is accomplished with three UH-60A helicopter design problems. The
first problem shows a design that focuses on meeting ADS-33 (ref. 1) handling qualities in hover.
The second design problem tunes a model following control system while maintaining as many
ADS-33 requirements as the chosen model would permit. And a third design problem implements a
wind gust rejection control law as well as a wind gust rejection specification. This last problem
illustrates CONDUIT' s ability to perform trade-off studies by demonstrating the level of wind gust
rejection versus actuator authority.
By incorporating CONDUIT in the initial phases of aircraft design, manufacturers can develop
improved controllers that are designed to pilot requirements and can understand the true handling of
the aircraft in the earlier phases of design. CONDUIT will aid in a more efficient, less costly design
process.
* California Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Handling qualities analysis and control law design would seem to be naturally complementing
components of aircraft flight control system design. However, these two closely coupled disciplines
are often not well integrated in practice. Handling qualities engineers and control system engineers
may work in separate groups within an aircraft company. Flight control system engineers and
handling quality specialists may come from different backgrounds and schooling and are often not
aware of the other group's research. Thus, while the handling qualities specifications represent
desired aircraft response characteristics, these are rarely incorporated directly into the control system
design process. Instead, modem control system design techniques are based on servo-ioop robust-
ness specifications and simple representations of the desired control response. Comprehensive
handling qualities analysis is often left until the end of the design cycle and performed as a check of
the completed design for satisfactory performance. This can lead to costly redesign or less than
satisfactory aircraft handling qualities when the flight testing phase is reached.
Designing aircraft control systems to meet the formidable set of handling quality specifications as
contained in the MIL-STD-1797A (ref. 2) or ADS-33 (ref. 1) can be a time consuming task. A
control system that is designed to satisfy one or two key specifications may fail to meet the remaining
criteria. Developing trade-offs that satisfy several requirements is a main aspect of the engineering
discipline. The area of handling qualities is rooted in trade-offs. However, the time required to
perform a complete handling qualities analysis can be enormous, taking up to a week or more. It is
impractical for an engineer to run a series of test cases to evaluate an optimal control system. The
results of handling qualities often do not reveal an obvious way to improve the design. An engineer
therefore uses control system design methods that involve shaping of frequency responses and time
response verification and not using handling qualities in the design phase. Only after much career
experience can an engineer be expected to reflect back on the methods he has used and provide a
generalized philosophy on the methods that provide an optimal control system.
There is no single standard control system architecture, and each company seems to have its own
standard method that is developed through the projects that are worked. As such, there can be
variability in control system architectures from company to company. The time involved in testing
several architectures prevents rigorous trade-off studies of controller architectures.
Control system engineers have generally developed good designs that satisfy the minimum
requirements. They have no way of knowing if this is the best design for the given architecture.
There have been several optimal design techniques that often limit the architecture of the controller
and as such have limited appeal to industry engineers. The complex nature of multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) control laws, especially in rotorcraft, which have the nature of highly coupled
systems, generally prevents the engineer from seeing the trends in the control laws that would enable
fine-tuning and that would ensure the "best" design is found.
These aspects of control system design and handling qualities analysis have been under study for the
past several years at the Flight Control and Cockpit Integration Branch (ARH) of Ames Research
Center. A key result of these recent efforts is the CONDUIT tool. CONDUIT unites the fields of
handling qualities analysis and control system design into one environment. CONDUIT takes its
namefromCONtrolDesigner'sandUnifiedInTerface.Unlikeothercontrolsystemtheoriesthat
dictatethearchitectureof thecontrollerthatmight conflictwith experiencesandknowledge,
CONDUIT makesnoassumptionsastothe"right way" to buildacontroller.CONDUIT allowsthe
userto evaluate,compare,andtunethecontrolsystem.It isdesignedto evaluatethearchitecturethat
is providedto thesystem.
This report provides a detailed outline of the features of CONDUIT, along with designs performed
on the model-following control system of the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter.
1.1 Research Objectives
The research objectives fall into two main categories: (1) development of a control system design tool
that would allow rapid evaluation and design of control systems against handling quality criteria, and
(2) use of this tool to evaluate and tune the baseline model-following control laws for the Rotorcraft
Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL) research helicopter at Ames Research
Center.
The development of the CONDUIT tool came partly out of a desire to facilitate the analysis of
RASCAL handling qualities and incorporates this as part of the design process. The design of
CONDUIT focuses on the philosophies of providing a visual environment with rapid and complete
analysis, combined with an easy-to-use interface that allows for push button setup and evaluation.
The second philosophy is a flexible design tool that allows users to create any architecture for their
controller with a minimum of restrictions.
Three RASCAL design examples are used to demonstrate CONDUIT capabilities, to find
weaknesses in CONDUIT, and to develop strategies to best interact with the CONDUIT system.
These designs are used throughout the development of CONDUIT as test cases to verify the
algorithms. Also, the use of a system that allows the design to satisfy handling quality requirements
found that several specifications did hinder the tuning of a design. Information concerning the proper
use of specifications in these designs provides a strategy that allows the engineer to rapidly tune and
analyze control system design.
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF CONDUIT
This section will provide an overview of the design for CONDUIT. An outline of criteria and key
functions that went into shaping CONDUIT will be provided.
2.1 Statement of Purpose
This paper addresses the concerns of integrating the areas of handling qualities with control system
design. Developing the CONDUIT environment and tools that provide detailed analysis of the
control system is a major component of this work. A demonstration of CONDUIT's ability is
provided, with three design cases of tuning the control laws for a model following RASCAL control
system. Through these design cases, strategies and techniques will be developed for operating
CONDUIT in the most effective way.
2.2 The Philosophy
CONDUIT was developed to bring handling quality requirements into the control system design
process. The method of building the system is based on a few key philosophies that provide the
foundation for making a useful tool for control system design.
CONDUIT is laid out with three principle philosophies. The first principle is to remove the
complexity of using handling qualities by automating the calculations involved. The time spent
calculating a set of handling qualities specifications can be enormous and is one of the key reasons
that most companies don't use the specifications for preliminary design.
The second principle stresses that CONDUIT remain flexible and not dictate the design of the control
system. CONDUIT is required to be flexible so that it doesn't discourage engineers by limiting their
control system architectures. The key is that CONDUIT evaluates the design of the control system
and helps tune the control system. CONDUIT will not constrain the design of the controller. The
CONDUIT program provides the flexibility that allows the engineer to build to any control system
architecture desired. The tuning features work with the architectures given, so the parameters
selected to tune the system indeed produce an effect on the system.
The third principle is to make the program intuitive to use. CONDUIT is a graphical environment that
allows for intuitive setup and analysis. The program must be able to communicate a large amount of
information with only a few key strokes. The idea is to provide information to users so they can
understand the system and trust the results provided.
2.3 The Features
The entire control problem setup works in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) environment, allowing
the control system engineer to perform rapid setup and analysis. Providing the user with an in-depth
understanding of the control laws is crucial, so CONDUIT provides supporting figures for all
calculations that go into handling qualities analysis.
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Themajorproblemwith thepreviousprototypesof CONDUIT wastheamountof knowledgeand
effort requiredto setupaspecification.Hundredsof linesof codein variouslanguageswere
requiredfor eachproblemandthenit wastiedonly to thatcontrolsystemarchitectureandonly for
thatsetup.
TheCONDUIT environmentusesMATLAB (ref. 3)asthearithmeticengineof theprogramto
manageall thecontrolsystemfunctions.All controllawsareenteredin MATLAB's SIMULINK
environment.Thisprovidesagreatdealof compatibilitywithcompaniesthathavedevelopedcontrol
systemswith MATLAB. All graphsandanalysisplotsarepresentedin colorusingMATLAB.
Theblockdiagramis thesymbolicrepresentationof themathematicaldynamicsof theaircraftand
controlsystems.Theblockdiagramis generatedin theSIMULINK environment.CONDUIT
providestheuseraccesstotheSIMULINK environment,aswell asimportingSIMULINK files
generatedin MATLAB.
Thehandlingqualitiesspecificationsarethekeyparametersdriving thesystem.Thespecifications
provideanevaluationof thecontrolsystemaswell ascriteriathatdrivetheoptimizationroutinesfor
tuningthesystem.Handlingqualityspecifications(ADS-33for Military RotorcraftandMIL-STD
1797Afor fixedwing)containchartscategorizingaircraftperformanceinto threeregions:Level 1
impliesthat desired performance is achievable with no more than minimal pilot workload; Level 2
allows the pilot mission to be completed with an increased workload and/or some degradation in
performance; and Level 3 implies that the aircraft can be controlled but that the mission cannot be
successfully completed (ref. 4). An example of ADS-33 handling quality specifications is provided
in figure 1.
04!
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Figure 1. Example ADS-33 bandwidth specification.
The specification scripts are structured in self-contained modules. This approach allows for simple
addition and modification of the specifications by the user.
Specifications are easily manipulated in the CONDUIT GUI environment. Specification setup is a
rapid process with little knowledge of computer code required to implement the specs. A master
editor for the handling qualities makes setup easy to perform. The axis and the boundaries can
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changewith themouse. This gives the user the advantage of customizing specifications and running
"what if" scenarios to comprehend elements of the control law. CONDUIT gives the user the ability
to relax specification boundaries that cannot be achieved with the current aircraft.
CONDUIT features supporting plots that are contained in the specifications modules. These plots
provide a series of plots that tell the user where the data point on the specification came from. The
user then has confidence in the answers that CONDUIT produces.
After the user analyzes the performance of the aircraft at one set of design parameters, it is time to
improve the control system design. However, it is not always clear how to continue. To help the
engineer tune the given control system, an optimization engine is integrated into CONDUIT. The
CONSOL-OPTCAD optimization software is a Feasible Sequential Quadratic Program (FSQP)
(ref. 5) algorithm that provides for multi-criterion optimization. The power of multi-criterion
optimization allows for the tuning of several design parameters while optimizing to several design
criteria simultaneously.
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3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF CONDUIT
This chapter discusses the key functions that have been included in the CONDUIT package and gives
details to the work performed by the author.
3.1 Previous Work Done
The early development stages of CONDUIT began with a joint program between Ames Research
Center and the University of Maryland. It evolved through many stages that incorporated key
contributions from several people during its more than seven year development. A primary
contribution oame from professor Andr6 Tits of the University of Maryland in the form of CONSOL-
OPTCAD (ref. 5). This program, although separate from CONDUIT, is used as the optimization
engine that provides the ability to tune complex control systems.
The mating of MATLAB with CONSOL-OPTCAD to form the first generation of control system
optimization was developed by Michael Fan and Andr6 Tits. Then a graphical display of the handling
qualities was added by Gil Yudilevitch. This later design tool, although somewhat difficult to set up,
contained the first concepts later evolved in the CONDUIT program. The work done in this environ-
ment used only the UH-60A model following control system and had no possibility to change to a
different problem without months of work. The problem was cumbersome since the use of multiple
copies of the block diagram needed to be used. Failing to keep all files updated presented the risk of
different models being used in different types of specifications without the user realizing this.
However, the main purpose of CONDUIT--the combining of the handling quality specifications into
the control system design phase--was born out of this work.
The next generation of this code was shaped by Patrick Potter (ref. 6.), Chujen Lin (ref. 6.), and
Mark Lehene. Their work placed a GUI interface, named GIFCORCODE, over the work done by
Gil Yudlevitch (ref. 6). Although this allowed for the running of the CONSOL-OPTCAD optimi-
zation engine in a GUI environment as opposed to the text commands used in the work done by
Yudlevitch, it didn't allow for any increased level of ease or flexibility in the problem setup. That
was still in the form of a lengthy code that would need to be read, understood, and altered by any
user. Implementing a new problem in this program could take weeks or months.
Using the system Yudilevitch had set up, Potter was able to run different design studies on the
UH-60A problem. By swapping in the state space model for various flight conditions, a preliminary
use of CONDUIT was being developed.
3.2 Key Contributions
The work performed in developing CONDUIT over the past year is the focus of this paper. The
elements that have taken work previously completed on this project and transformed it into a
releasable project are highlighted in the following sections. The incorporation of the philosophies
stated at the beginning of this paper shaped the design and layout of the system that made it power-
ful, flexible, and easy to use. The major contributions of this work come in the areas of continuous-
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to-digitalblockdiagramconversion,easilyalteredmodularspecification,rapidsetupanddesign, a
normalization algorithm, robustness in design process, and a new program environment.
3.3 Continuous-to-Digital Block Diagram Conversions
The aircraft and control systems for use in CONDUIT are modeled in SIMULINK. It is in this
environment that the architecture of the controller is laid out; although a separate program,
CONDUIT incorporates the SIMULINK environment within it.
In keeping with the philosophies of providing an environment that makes for easy problem setup
and rapid analysis of the handling quality specifications, it is necessary to perform the time responses
in the digital domain. Typically, performing time response calculation with SIMULINK block
diagrams in the dontinuous domain takes several times longer than the same time response done in
the digital domain. The effect of this on an optimization process requiring hundreds of time domain
simulations is a severe time penalty. Prototypes for CONDUIT used two copies of the block
diagram, one in the continuous domain and a duplicate in the digital domain; this allowed for rapid
evaluation but risked the chance that discrepancies would appear when altering one and not the other.
The time involved in having the user work with several block diagrams and maintaining their
consistencies made the setup process more taxing and left an opportunity for errors.
To remedy this, a function (C program) written for use in MATLAB converts all the continuous
linear blocks in the architecture to discrete linear blocks. A separate block diagram with the digital
components is generated and used for all time response based specifications. The chosen conversion
method was Tustin's method. Sample time is set and the conversion and simulations are run at this
sample time. The program can be used on any SIMULINK block diagram and can be called as a
function from within the MATLAB environment. The function is titled digital conversion (digcon).
Calling this function generates a SIMULINK discrete block diagram in the form of the continuous
diagram for the sample time used. This provides a significant increase in speed for all time response
functions over continuous diagrams. The power of this function is that it leaves the nonlinear
elements in the diagram so that saturation and other nonlinear effects are seen in the discrete diagram.
A conversion of the end-to-end response to the discrete domain will eliminate the nonlinear effects.
3.4 Specifications
Handling quality specifications are the driving force behind CONDUIT. They provide the unique
features that allow for the control system to be designed to pilot ratings. Control system design is
usually done with methods having to do with frequency response shaping. With CONDUIT the
engineer can actually use handling qualities specifications as the design goals. The implementation of
specifications in the CONDUIT environment is the core of the system. CONDUIT supports the
direct incorporation and tuning of handling qualities in the design process.
The handling qualities specifications are mainly generated from standard publications, such as
ADS-33 (ref. 1) or MIL-STD- 1797A (ref. 2). Additional specifications can be created by the users to
provide design criteria to investigate issues specific to the project or general criteria that enforce
common requirements; for example, crossover frequency and actuator energy.
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Thespecificationis akeyelementof CONDUIT. All designsmadeareintendedto meetthe
specifications,sohandlingqualityspecificationsarecrucialto developingthecorrectandoptimum
design.Two keyelementsnecessaryto keepthespiritof thedesignareability for easyimplemen-
tation,andwhatis moreimportant,seeingwhattheyarecalculatingandhow theyinfluencethe
design.Thekeyelementsof thespecificationsarediscussedin thefollowing sections.
CONDUITcontainsthespecificationsasa seriesof modules(providedor user-defined) that define
the geometry of the chart, perform the calculations required for the specifications, and finally
generate supporting plots and data that justify the results. The module is chosen when the user
wishes to analyze that specification. The setup is easily performed in a GUI environment.
The borders or splines define the boundary between thesections of the Level 1, 2, and 3 regions.
A key feature is the ability to move the splines so that the requirements used in the optimization can
be altered quickly and visually. The mouse can move boundaries to drive certain specifications
harder and relax other specifications that may be limiting the design process.
The first thing that needs to be done is turning the specifications into modules that can be added and
removed according to the designer's desires. Having this done effectively requires an area from
which to choose the specifications. This area is called the library. Here pictures of every spec are
stored in sections that separate the various types of specifications. The user can scroll through and
click the mouse on the specifications that the user requires for the design. This new spec is then
added to the handling quality window. The handling quality window is the primary work region in
which the chosen specifications are displayed. All setup, interaction, and information occur in this
window.
Providing the user with detailed information of how the control system is performing in an easily
read presentation is part of the design philosophy. Within CONDUIT, supporting plots are contained
in each of the specifications. This allows for intensive analysis of the calculation of the spec. There is
no blind trust that is required for the results. Each of the results is justified with a series of plots and
data that reinforce the calculations involved in the specification. Supporting plots display the process
involved in generating the data for these specifications. This is a powerful and required feature that
allows the engineer to trust and understand how the results are generated. It removes the tedious
repetition of calculations that would be required to double check the results with each answer
CONDUIT provides. The supporting plots are activated by clicking on a spec after results have
appeared on the specifications. A supporting plot is a window that shows the graphs and useful
information that went into the calculation of the spec. Figure 2 shows an example of the graphs used
in generating the data for the quickness handling quality specification.
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Figure 2. Example of supporting information required for the ADS-33 quickness specification.
3.5 Handling Quality Editor
The handling quality editor is used to "wire" specifications to the block diagram. This window
(fig. 3) allows the user to connect the spec to the block diagram. The first column in the editor
provides a list of input ports that are taken from the block diagram. The in port indicates the starting
control path for the specification. This either represents where an input signal enters the block
diagram for a time simulation based spec, or it represents the input for the frequency response
calculation. The three rows allow for up to three channels or cases to run on a single spec; typically
pitch, roll, and yaw or three different signals into the same channel on a time specification. The
second and third columns allow for either one or two out ports. These out ports indicate the other
end of the control path from the in port. Frequently specifications will require two out ports, i.e.,
rate and position from a single input signal. For ease in setup of the in and out ports, the editor
provides a pull down list of both the port numbers and names as labeled on the block diagram.
The fourth column allows for switches that alter the control paths in any fashion that the designer can
invent. Up to four switches can be thrown at once, with the understanding that a single switch can be
used to throw multiple switches. With this ability the designer can produce very sophisticated block
diagrams.
The next column is used only in time domain specifications. This column allows the user to
designate the input signal vector defined in the initialization file. This vector represents a time history
input, such as pilot commands or wind gust perturbations.
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Figure 3. The handling quality editor provides a convenient set of push button tools that facilitate
rapid problem setup.
The last user-defined column allows the user to specify the symbol being used in the diagram. This
feature allows the user to maintain a consistent notation for similar control paths. To the right of the
last column is an area indicating the horizontal and vertical values of the channel for point data only.
The user, when needing to know the exact x and y position of a data on a handling quality chart, can
refer to these columns. Line data such as time histories will not provide a value here. The bottom of
the spec builder provides information such as the axis values that can be edited, as well as a list of
options that are specific to the individual spec. The lower right contains a series of push buttons.
The long button allows the user to set the optimization to one of four options: hard constraint, soft
constraint, objective function, or check only. This is used to specify the priority during the
optimization. The next row of buttons provides access to a series of features.
The Update button sets the entered parameters to the spec once they have been entered by the user.
The button marked D.A. allows the user to map points on the spec and check the calculated
normalized distance calculated by the distance algorithm. This allows the user to verify that the
distance algorithm is converting the proper normalized value being compared to the competing specs.
The Delete button is used to remove the selected spec from the handling quality window.
The Info button opens a window containing information specific to the spec. The information
contains a detailed history of where the spec comes from, as well as the purpose of the specification.
Also contained in the information box are details on how to setup the spec, ensuring units and other
details are correctly set by the user.
The Close button simply closes the handling quality editor. Failure to update new entries before
pressing this button will result in the loss of new data.
The Restore Default Splines button restores the default graphic of the spec by resetting the geometry
of the splines and axis values to the default values for that specification.
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3.6 Distance Algorithm
The distance algorithm is the key element allowing for the tuning of the system. The optimization
engine performs the comparisons in between the handling qualities specification. To perform the
comparison, a standard scale is used to rate all the specs. The boundaries are the starting point for
measuring the rating of the spec. It seems obvious that specifications that have results resting on the
boundary of Level 1 and Level 2 regions will all be equal; likewise, all data located on the Level 2
and Level 3 boundaries will be weighted equally between all the specifications.
With these two starting points as a scale for comparing the specs, the following rules apply to the
regions: a value of 1 given to data on the Level 1 and Level 2 boundary, and a value of 2 given to
data lying on the border of the Level 2 and Level 3 regions.
The distance algorithm makes comparisons during the optimization of the specifications in a single
problem. Normalizing the value of specifications against other specifications is crucial in evaluating
the overall performance of the controller and aircraft. The bandwidth and quickness spec in figure 4
shows how the properties used in determining the algorithm in the distance algorithm are determined.
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Figure 4. The normalized distance criteria. (a) All specifications that have data located on the Level
1/Level 2 boundary are rated equal in performance to all other specifications that have the data on
this boundary. (b) Similarly, the data located on the Level 2/Level 3 border are rated equally across
all specs.
As shown in the bandwidth spec, there are two borders that separate the different regions on the plot.
A value of 1 is given to any data lying on the border that separates the Level 1/Level 2 boundaries.
Likewise, a value of 2 is given to data lying on the border separating the Level 2/
Level 3 areas on the plot. Using these two marks, the rest of the algorithm returns values based on
where the data point lies with respect to the two points. This basic rule implicates that the drop from
the Level 1/Level 2 border to a Level 2/Level 3 border is an equal reduction in performance or
handling qualities for all the specs. This holds true for the development of specifications, that the
change of spec from one border to the next is equal to the change from one border to the other in all
other specs. With this normalization all specifications can be measured in the distance separating the
borders and scaled to a value of I or 2. The complexity of the algorithm goes into determining how
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to measurethebordersto thedatapoint.By havingthedistancealgorithmdeterminethisdistancefor
awidevarietyof specshapes,thescaleisperformedto thefollowing seriesof rulesandcalculations.
Figure5depictstheprocessesinvolvedin generatingthescaledvalues.Thedistancealgorithm
calculatesthedistanceof theclosestpointon thesplineto thedatapoint(dl). Fromthis line between
thedatapointandthesplinetheclosestdistanceis searchedfor within 30degreesof thisspline.This
is donesothatlinedistancesaretakenfromthesamedirectionandproblemsareavoidedthatarisein
specificationsthathaveu-shapedsplinesor 90degreebendsin thespline.This secondis labeledd2
in figure5.Thewidth of theLevel2 regionisd3.This is found accordingto equations1,2, and3.
d3= d2 - dl" for dl < d2 (Level I) (1)
d3 = d2 + dl" for dl, d2 < d3 (Level II) (2)
d3 = dl - d2" for dl > d2 (Level III) (3)
The value for d3 is approximate since the dl and d2 lines don't always lie on top of each other. The
normalized value is calculated according to equations 4, 5, and 6 for the Level 1, 2, and 3 regions,
respectively.
-dl )nd=l+ d2- l
OF
(4)
rid--l+( g2 )\d2-dl
OF
(5)
nd= 1 + (dldl21 (6)
For specifications that use vector data instead of point data, the algorithm takes the point on the
vector data that has the worst value and uses that as the data point.
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Figure 5. Distance algorithm calculation. (a) The distance algorithmcalculates the distance of the
point to the nearest point on the Level l/Level 2 spline. (b) The distance to the second spline is
then chosen from a point that is within 30 degrees of the first point. (c) The normalized distance is
the difference between the closest points on the two splines. (d) Splines extend out from the
specification at the same angle that they approach the edge. (e). Specifications that use vector
data are determined by the "worst point" of the vector.
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3.7 Design Margin
With all math models being an approximation of some degree of the actual system or aircraft, it is
always better to incorporate a level of robustness so that any inaccuracies between model and aircraft
do not reduce the aircraft to a Level 2 from a Level 1. To keep CONDUIT from producing a design
that rides on the border between Level 1 and Level 2, a design margin can be incorporated into the
handling quality specifications.
As explained earlier, the weighting of the specifications against each other is based on the distance
between the Level 1 and Level 3 areas (the width of the Level 2 region). This weighting distance
normalizes the specifications between each other. This normalizing length is also used in calculating
the design margin. The design margin represents a region that extends into the Level 1 region by a
factor of the normalized distance. This is represented on the normalized scale that possesses a value
of 1 on the Level 1/Level 2 border and a value of 2 on the Level 2/Level 3 border. The value of the
design margin represents this value on this normalized scale. For example, a design margin value of
0.1 produces a region of ten percent of the normalized distance for that spec, extending into the Level
1 region. Figure 6 demonstrates the 0.4 design margin on a bandwidth and phase delay spec. The
varying width of the Level 2 region is reflected in the distance that the design margin extends into the
Level 1 region.
BW031ib:Bandwidth & Time Delay
All Other MTEs/UCE=I/Fully Attended (Pitch)
0.4
t_)
a_ 0.3
Z_
"_ O,Z
,- 0.1
Q_
Margin
0 Z 4
Bandwidth [radtsec]
Figure 6. Bandwidth specification with a 0.4 design margin.
3.8 Environment
A considerable change in CONDUIT over the previous prototypes is the centralized integrated
environment in which CONDUIT incorporates all the function and features. CONDUIT uses a main
window with pull down menu and iconified buttons that allow the user to trigger the most frequently
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usedfeaturesof thesystem.ThedesireinCONDUIT iseasy-to-usetoolsthatdonotrequire
significantknowledgeof programmingto setupandanalyzeproblems.A keyadvantageoverearlier
versionsis thatanymodificationspreviouslyrequiredtheusertoreadthroughpagesof codewithin
severaldifferentfiles, writtenin differentlanguages,andthenenterasignificantnumberof linesof
newcode.Evento changetheorderor thenumberof specificationswasa tediousundertaking.
CONDUIT allowsthespecificationsto bemanipulatedvia the mouse. The addition, modification,
and removal of the specifications are easily performed by the click of a mouse. Setup is performed
with pull down menus allowing the user to install specifications with easy push button features. This
is done without compromising the flexibility of the system and is what allows it to be so powerful,
with setup and evaluation of an existing block diagram only taking a few hours. CONDUIT is also a
very visual environment that displays the information in plots and graphs that aid in the rapid
understanding of the control system. It gives the user the ability to see what is happening with the
controller. Figure 7 shows a collage of the CONDUIT interface. Multiple investigation into varied
configurations becomes possible within a significantly shortened time period over existing
conventional methods.
Figure 7. The CONDUIT environment.
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4.0 REQUIRED ELEMENTS FOR A DESIGN PROBLEM
Chapter 4 details the key elements for a design problem setup in the CONDUIT environment. Also
the evaluation and optimization features are explained.
4.1 Aircraft Model
The aircraft model is the central part of the problem in CONDUIT. The model and control system
dynamics are developed in the SIMULINK environment. The complexity of the model is left to the
prerogative of the engineer; therefore, an obvious trade-off between accuracy and computational time
exists. The SIMULINK environment supports sophisticated nonlinear designs expressed in the
graphical environment used in CONDUIT. Figure 8 is an example of a simple block diagram used
for an XV-15 demonstration problem that is released with CONDUIT. There are a few minor rules
that must be followed to ensure formatting that will be accepted by CONDUIT. The rules pertain to
the selection of mnemonics for the design parameters, switches, and input signals.
[]
phi-c [deg]
zero
openloop
roll rate resp [rad/sec]
fdbk Tp
phi
rad __eg]
rad?sec __sec]
Figure 8. Example of a SIMULINK block diagram.
An initialization file must be created to support the block diagram to store information that could not
be included in the model. This file contains the definitions for all the key variables, functions, and
defining mnemonics. The initialization file is comprised of (1) default parameters that define the input
signals that will be required for time domain simulations, (2) modeling data, and (3) the initial value
of the switches.
4.2 Handling Quality Specifications
Specifications are key to finding a solution. Once the user has entered the model into CONDUIT,
specifications are selected that allow the user to analyze and improve the controller. The user must
pick specifications that provide a complete picture to determine if the controller and aircraft perform
as a Level 1 aircraft. Choosing these specifications is left to the user, depending on what aspect of
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thesystemis of interest.Oncetheuserhasdecidedwhichspecificationsarerequired,specifications
arechosenfrom thepull downlibrarywindowwith themouseandaddedto thehandlingqualities
window.Oncehere,thespecificationsaresetupandmodifiedby clickingon theindividual
specificationandopeningthehandlingqualityeditor.Thespecificationsworkbetweenportsin the
block diagram.Thehandlingqualityeditor(section3.5)displaystheinformationrequiredto "wire"
thespecto theblockdiagram.Theeditorallowsselectionof thein andoutports,anybreaksin the
channelsthatwouldbenecessary,andsignalsthatneedto bepassedinto thespecification.The
boundariescanbemovedbytheuserto suitthedesireddesign.Oncethespecificationshavebeen
chosen,arobustmargincanbeselectedto preventheoptimizationenginefrom designingto the
border.
4.3 System Evaluation
Once the user has set up the aircraft model with controller and chosen and wired the specifications, it
is possible to proceed to the evaluation mode of CONDUIT. In the initial phase of the evaluation
mode, all the design parameters ate set to the value 1. These are arbitrary values and can be replaced
by other values that might be known for a rough or baseline design. The design is evaluated with
either default or chosen parameters. Within a few seconds to a few minutes, depending on the
complexity of the model and the number of specs, the handling quality window will display the
calculated value of the specifications. Typically, the default values give poor results. By selecting the
spec, a supporting plot can be shown that illustrates why the value is calculated to be that way. It is
typical to use classical techniques and intuition in conjunction with the results supplied in the
supporting plot to quickly determine a set of design parameters that will produce a suitable initial
design point. CONDUIT is used in this fashion quite productively by allowing the user to tune the
parameters by hand until a solution is found. Used in this way, the tool represents quite a bit of
power, since other methods may require a week to run a new set of design parameters through the
system. The user can run "what if" scenarios by changing different aspects of the control system and
almost instantly see the effect those changes have on a set of handling quality specifications.
4.4 Starting the Optimization
The CONSOL-OPTCAD optimization engine allows the user to find the best design in a region.
Although the system can be tuned manually with the use of classical control techniques and the
supporting plots, this is not always easy. In problems that have coupling or multiple feedback gains
with forty to fifty specifications and twelve design parameters, it becomes difficult to determine
which design parameters and which combination of values will produce an overall improved design.
This is when it becomes necessary to use the optimization engine.
The optimization process optimizes according to constraint type chosen in the handling quality editor.
The constraints are divided into three priorities: hard constraints, soft constraints, and objective
functions. The hard constraints must be satisfied for there to be a solution. The soft constraints are
used to find a solution by giving the program targets to be met. The objective functions are used to
help pick out the optimal solution by minimizing that specification. The program strives to satisfy
these specifications in three different phases. Optimization is conducted in three phases. In phase 1
the program works on satisfying the hard constraints. CONSOL-OPTCAD adjusts the design
parameters to achieve Level 1 for all the specifications that are set to hard constraints. Typically,
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hardconstraintsarechosento be thespecificationsthatguaranteestabilityor thatareof particular
interestto theuserfor thisproblem.Thesearespecificationsthatmustbemet,with noexceptions.In
phase2 CONSOL-OPTCADattemptsto satisfythespecificationsthataresetto besoft constraintor
objectivefunctionsinto theLevel 1region.In thisphasethesetwotypesof specificationsbehavein a
similarmanner.Thesespecificationsareonesthatyouwould like to meetLevel 1,butarepossibly
willing to compromiseif thereis nosolution.Thesetypesof decisionsarewhy this is an interface
tool for theengineerandnota "turn thecrank"all-purposesolution.If all thehardconstraints,soft
constraints,andobjectivefunctionspecificationsmeettheLevel 1area,theoptimizationengine
reachesthethirdphase.In thethirdphaseCONSOL-OPTCADattemptsto minimizethespecifica-
tionschosento beobjectives,whichdrivethedatapointsfor thespecificationfurtherinto theLevel 1
region,without violatinganyhardor softconstraints,until anoptimaldesignhasbeenreached.This
designisnormallycharacterizedby alocalminimum.
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5.0 UH-60A DESIGN EXAMPLES
Chapter 5 discusses three design problems that feature the use of CONDUIT in performing the
deisgn. All three design examples use the UH-60A Black Hawk as the design vehicle.
5.1 Introduction to Design Problems
The following designs demonstrate the use of CONDUIT with the Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk
helicopter. The Ames Research Center operates a Black Hawk research helicopter under the
RASCAL program (ref. 7; fig. 9). A baseline model following control law is being developed using
conventional design techniques and based closely on the ADOCS FBW design (ref. 8) the baseline
ADOCS control laws for the RASCAL helicopter were run through a design session with
CONDUIT. Designs were performed by developing a traditional architecture and implementing
design parameters, variables that can be used to tune the control laws. Design parameters can be used
as gains, pole or zero locations, transfer function coefficients, or any number that represents a value
in the block diagram. The first two problems used twelve design parameters, nine feedback gains,
and three model parameters for the pitch, roll, and yaw loops. They were chosen to control pitch,
roll, and yaw feedback of a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller. The three model gains
affect the bandwidth of the command model.
Figure 9. The RASCAL UH-60 helicopter.
The first problem shows how the RASCAL architecture is tuned to an optimal design that satisfies
the ADS-33 handling qualities requirements. The second design problem focuses on the model
following architecture and produces a solution that allows the helicopter's end-to-end response to
track a second order transfer function model. The third design problem demonstrates CONDUIT's
ability to perform trade-off analysis between competing specifications.
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5.2 Black Hawk Design for ADS-33 Requirements
The first design problem addressed in this paper is concerned with establishing a baseline set of
design parameters that allows the helicopter to function in accordance with ADS-33 control
laws (ref. 1). This set of design parameters establishes a confirmed standard that can be referred to in
future designs and specialized optimizations. The Black Hawk helicopter requires a baseline control
law that will satisfy ADS-33 handling quality specifications. In this design problem, the model used
in the UH-60 model following control system architecture is allowed to change rather than remain
fixed. This is done because this problem focuses on the end-to-end response and the resulting
handling qualifies as the important elements.
The architecture consists of a model following design. The model following architecture will be
briefly reviewed here with more detail described in section 5.2. The simplified block diagram
(fig. 10) serves to illustrate the concept behind this model following design. Equations in section 5.2
prove the block diagram reduces to the model M if 1_1 is truly the inverse of the plant. The model
following control system uses an approximation of the inverse plant to cancel out the plant dynamics
and uses feedback gain to reduce the mismatch between the model and the plant. Assuming a good
model is used, a detailed analysis of how the aircraft will perform to all the specifications is not clear
to the designer without calculating each one in CONDUIT or by hand. The model employed by the
engineers that developed this system is a second order transfer function that exhibited good
characteristics and tried to alter the aircraft's end-to-end response dynamics to meet this model.
8
4 Model I I linv s'e P I I
___pla_ [ _ dynamics I___q H _.. j
feedforw ard feedback
Figure 10. Model following block diagram.
The first order inverse plant approximation (p-l) was created first by matching a zero over first order
curve fit of the complete frequency response of the pitch, roll, and yaw channels of the aircraft. The
transfer function was then inverted and placed into the PJ block in figure lO.
This first design problem was to tune this architecture (including model) so the design meets the
ADS-33 specifications. Figure 11 shows the actual block diagram used in this model. The block
diagram consists of a 14-degrees-of-freedom state-space representation of the UH-60A helicopter
dynamics (ref. 9). The inverse plant dynamics (p-t) are the inverse low order transfer function fits of
the higher order plant. Feedforward and feedback loops are summed through the feedback
compensation block (H). The feedback compensation consists of a P|D controller using the nine
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feedback gains (three for each of the pitch, roll, and yaw channels) as nine of the twelve design
parameters. The remaining three design parameters make up the second order model transfer
functions.
__ 7-I
Figure 11. UH-60A model following control law.
The second order inverse of the plant dynamics is obtained by taking frequency data from the plant
and crossfeeds together. These data are fed into NAVFIT, a curve fitting utility of CIFER (ref. 10)
that produces the transfer functions in equations 7 through 10.
The transfer function fit for the pitch channel is given as:
q = 3.20647 (7)
6 (s + 0.58468)(s + 11.770)
The transfer function fit for the roll channel is given as:
p = 16.6734 (8)
6 (s + 6.1178 + 3.39789i)
The transfer function fit for the yaw channel is given as:
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r _ 397.616 (9)
(s + 592.64)(s + 0.79536)
It is obvious that the yaw channel has an unusually high pole and gain. This indicates that the first
order inverse is adequate for the plant inverse. Previous papers (ref. 11) indicate that the first order is
adequate for the Yaw channel. The first order expression is given as:
r .6707 (10)
S (s+0.784849)
The integral of these three transfer functions (converting q/_5, plY5,and r/5 to 0/_5, _/8, and
_/8, respectively) is implemented into the P_ block for the block diagram to be used in CONDUIT.
The specifications used in this design example come from both ADS-33 (ref. 1) and those developed
at Ames Research Center based on classical control theory. The specifications chosen are crossover
frequency, actuator energy, eigenvalue stability, gain and phase margins, bandwidth, quickness,
coupling, and wind gust. Figure 12 shows the specifications that are used in this and the next
example design problem. The specifications are ranked by their optimization type (hard constraints,
soft constraints, and optimization function). The eigenvalue stability specification (fig. 12(a)) uses
the real part of the roots of all the poles for the system. It drives them into the left hand plane to
ensure overall stability of the plant and controller. The Level 2 region on this spec is made very small
to enforce the idea that either the roots are stable (Level 1) or they are not (Level 2).
The gain and phase margin spec (fig. 12(b)) also enforces a stability margin using 6 dB of gain
margin and 45 degrees of phase margin. This spec is useful in comparison to other similar
specifications that measure stability (i.e., damping ratios) since this is smooth and continuous
during the optimization phase. Both the eigenvalue and gain and phase margin specifications were
selected as hard constraints.
The bandwidth and phase delay spec (fig. 12(c)) ensures that the end-to-end control system is
responsive to a certain frequency. Bandwidth is a measure of responsiveness--too little and the
aircraft feels sluggish.
The quickness specification (fig. 12(d)) is a measure of agility of the aircraft. The requirement
ensures that the aircraft is more agile for small attitude changes and allows for less responsiveness
for larger attitude changes.
Helicopters typically have a large degree of cross-coupling between the channels. It is usual for
there to be a significant amount of motion in other directions when a command is placed into single
direction. The coupling specifications (fig. 12(e)) help minimize the amount of coupling in the off-
axes.
The wind gust specifications (fig. 12(f)) enforce a level of stability and damping in the feedback
loop. A simulated wind gust should damp out according to the time response envelope of the
specification.
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Figure 12. Specifications used in ADS-33 control law design. (a) Eigenvalue stability. (b) Gain and
phase margin. (c) Bandwidth. (d) Quickness specifications.
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Figure 12 Continued. (e) Coupling specifications. (f) Wind gust specifications.
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Figure 12 Concluded. (g) Crossover frequency and actuator energy specifications were chosen to
be hard constraint in the handling quality editor. These specifications guarantee stability and that no
design would be accepted that had compromised stability.
The bandwidth, quickness, coupling, and windgust specifications are set as soft constraints since
these requirements are not as crucial as stability. It is possible that a Level 2 solution in some of these
specifications might be accepted if limited by the aircraft's structure, power, hardware, control
surfaces, or aerodynamics.
The two specifications for optimization (fig. 12(g)) are crossover frequency and actuator energy.
These two specifications are complimentary. A high crossover frequency usually allows more noise
through the system and forces the actuator to work harder, increasing fatigue wear. Driving down
the crossover frequency drives down the actuator energy. These specifications are set to objective
functions in an effort to minimize the values and reduce any extra actuator energy not required for a
Level 1 design.
A design margin of 0.1 is selected to ensure a minimum level of robustness. The 0.1 design margin
extends the Level 2 region ten percent more into the Level 1 region so that solution will not be a
borderline Level 1/Level 2 solution.
After the specifications are set up, CONDUIT is placed into .the run (analysis, optimization) mode.
The design parameters are initially set to the baseline default parameters and the analysis is run
(fig. 13). Unless specified otherwise, the data in these figures use the triangle for pitch, the inverted
triangle for roll, and the diamond for yaw. The time response vectors use the same color code for
pitch, roll, and yaw as the point data and are always in the order of pitch, roll, and yaw as the
specifications appear from left to right in the following figures. The example of this order is shown
in the wind gust specification. When the baseline ADOCS control laws are tested against the ADS-33
specifications it is clear that the aircraft quickness is not sufficient in the yaw and roll channels and
barely so in pitch. The yaw bandwidth is also solid Level 2 as seen in figure 14, the supporting plot
of the yaw bandwidth for the yaw bandwidth calculation. The bandwidth corresponds to the
frequency of the model transfer function in yaw. It is obvious that the design parameters dp_Mpsi of
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Figure 13. Handling quality analysis of baseline control laws.
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Figure 14. Showing the bandwidth for the yaw channel using baseline design parameters.
the yaw model will need to increase. To examine why the quickness specification does not meet the
requirements for the small yaw inputs, figure 15 contains the supporting plot for the small input yaw
channel.
The roll feedback channel exhibits a large amount of phase margin (fig. 13). The supporting plot for
the roll stability margin specification depicts the frequency response for the roll feedback (fig. 16).
CONDUIT is able to take advantage of that excessive phase margin to improve other specification
when the control laws are optimized.
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Next, CONDUIT is exercised to optimize the design parameters so the controller will meet all the
specifications and drive down the crossover frequency and depict this solution. CONDUIT is able to
satisfy all the handling quality requirements (fig. 17) and drive down the crossover frequency. The
design parameters for the initial and final case are given in table 1. The increase in the model design
parameters allows the control system to meet all the handling quality specifications. The most
noticeable increase is in the roll and yaw model design parameters (Mphi and Mpsi) so the quickness
and bandwidth specifications can be met.
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Table 1. The design parameters taken from Tischler (ref. 12) paper and CONDUIT solution.
Design Initial Final Design Initial Final
parameters parameters
Ktheta 13.6 12.065
Kphi 8 8.488
Kpsi 7.6 8.348
Kq 6.4 6.418
Kp 2.4 0.2809
Kr 3.2 3.068
Mtheta 2 2.470
Mphi 2.5 4.600
Mpsi 2 4.134
Kltheta 0 1.000
Klphi 0 2.328
Klpsi 0 1.088
Figure 18 shows the supporting plot for the yaw bandwidth specification. The increase in the model
parameter has shifted the phase curve, causing the crossing of-135 degrees at 3 rad/s. The roll
quickness has also improved, due to the increase in the model design parameter. Figure 19 shows
the supporting plots that justify this response. Also, it can be noticed that the attitude and rate
responses are clean and do not possess any unwanted oscillations. The last item to notice is the
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Figure 19. The supporting plots for the roll quickness specification for small input signal once it has
achieved Level 1.
reduction in phase margin in the roll channel attributed to a large decrease in Kp with the increase of
Klphi. The significant reduction in crossover frequency in the roll channel can certainly be tied into
the reduction of the phase margin. The supporting plot for the roll channel gain and phase margin in
figure 20 can be compared to the previous case (fig. 16). The reduction in Kp has had this effect in
the design.
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Figure 20. Roll channel gain and phase margin supporting plot after tuning in CONDUIT
environment.
With the CONDUIT system, a single engineer has tuned the control laws to meet ADS-33 handling
quality specifications and reduced the crossover frequency to provide a better design. CONDUIT has
produced a design that allows the single engineer to see the handling qualities as well as the
frequency and time response data. The design can be completed in a day, once a given architecture
and list of specifications have been chosen. The engineer can either alter the design parameters by
hand or allow the optimization engine drive a solution that will end on the design margin.
5.3 Model Following Design for RASCAL
The model following design used by RASCAL uses a second order model that represents desired
aircraft performance that is believed to meet the specifications. The use of high gains in the feedback
loops is to remove any discrepancies between the actual dynamics and the inverse approximation of
the dynamics. Still, in this method there is no expedient way for checking the model against a set of
handling quality specs.
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The idea behind model following is to implement a model that will represent the desired system
dynamics and have the existing system be canceled out by an approximation of the inverse of the
present system. The goal of this solution is to achieve a set of gains that would allow the control
system to behave like the model and have the existing plant be canceled out. The handling qualities
that measure the end-to-end response are not the focus of this solution, but rather the ability to track a
given model.
The purpose of this solution demonstrates that a model can be implemented and the system dynamics
can be effectively canceled out by producing an inverse approximation of the system and allowing
feedback to compensate for the discrepancies. The job of CONDUIT is to find a set of gains that
allows the end-to-end response to closely match the model's response. With the system essentially
reducing to M, a model of the desired performance can be placed in the system. Referring to
figure 10, equation 11 shows that if P_ is exactly equal to the inverse of the aircraft dynamics, then
the resulting system will be the model (M). The gains in the H block help minimize the difference
between P and p-t.
y/8 = M(P-' + H)(P/1 + PH)
y/_5 = (M"P+ PH)/(1 +PH)
y/8 = M(1 + PH)/(1 + PH)
y/8 = M
(11)
Perfect model following cannot be achieved in reality because the high frequency dynamics cannot be
fully inverted in p-l. The high frequency dynamics can be approximated by an equivalent time delay,
x. To maintain good model following, this equivalent delay must be added to the feedforward loop
(table 2). However, this penalized the roll channel too severely, thus the delay is left from the roll
channel so it behaves as lead (ref. 13). Also matching the end-to-end response of the aircraft with the
model is impossible, since the highest feedback gains still will not get the high frequency phase
curves to match. The best that can be hoped for is to match the model time plant delay M*D.
Channel Filter (ms)
Table 2. Delay parameters
Actuator (ms) Helicopter dynamics (ms) Total delay (ms)
Pith 25 20 60 105
Roll 25 20 57 102
Yaw 25 20 53 98
The model used for the model block was taken from Tischler's paper (ref. 12).
4
0c/0m (S + 2)2
(12)
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6.25 (13)
_c/ _,, - (s + 2.5) 2
Wc / _,, _ 2 (14)
s(s + 2)
This model is not guaranteed to satisfy ADS-33 handling quality requirements. The purpose of this
problem is to utilize CONDUIT to track the model and optimize for handling qualities. To prevent the
optimization phase from trying to drive the model, these design parameters were frozen at the
baseline values provided (ref. 12). The bandwidth and quickness specifications were turned to check
only since there could be no improvement with the fixed model.
In order to enforce model following, a model following specification was created. It is based on a
cost function that measures the mismatch between the two curves. To measure the degree of model
following mismatch between the two frequency curves the parameter cost function was utilized. The
cost function is defined in equation 15 (ref. 14).
Cost : 2___00((Mage.a_,o_e.d _ Mag,.oa_, )2 + 0.01745(Phase.,__,o_.. d - Phasemo_t )2)
N
(15)
Where N is the number of data points being used.
The idea of the model following specification is to have the ability to see the difference between the
two curves and show the contribution to the cost of the gain curve and the phase curve separately.
The model following is shown in figure 21. The cost due to mismatch in the gain curve is the value
that comes from the first half of equation 15. This value is plotted on the vertical axis of the
specification. The mismatch of the phase curves is calculated by second half of the cost function.
This value is plotted on the horizontal axis. These two values added together equal the total cost. The
spec works by limiting the total cost.
0
0 10 20 30
Gain Cost
Figure 21. The model following specification.
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The requirements to be met are overall stability, gain and phase margins, off-axis coupling, and wind
gust response. The program was set up to optimize for the cost function of the model and end-to-end
mismatch, the actuator energy, and the crossover frequency. The initial case was the same as the
initial case in section 5.2 (fig. 13). The model following result for this case is seen in figure 22. The
yaw channel has good model tracking, where the other two cases have significantly less. Although
the tracking at the cost functions is relatively good, it would not be ideal if the model following
exercise was to act as a simulator for another aircraft model. Figures 23, 24, and 25 show the
mismatch between the model and end-to-end response. It becomes obvious that integral feedback
loops need to be closed around the system to ensure a high level of model following. These gains
were initially set to 1. The optimization tuned them to a higher value, eliminating the mismatch
between the plant and inverse plant.
MODFspc:
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Figure 22. Model following specification for the baseline design parameters.
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The result is a match of the end-to-end response to the model with costs of 12, 1 l, and 7 for pitch
roll, and yaw, respectively (fig. 26). This is considered an excellent match as can be seen by the
supporting bode plots in figures 27, 28, and 29. Little change occurred in the bandwidth and
quickness spec since the model is essentially the same as the end-to-end, although the end-to-end
response has changed slightly since it tracks the model more closely. A new model is required to
satisfy the quickness and bandwidth specifications. We see that the bandwidth on the yaw channel
falls below the requirements for quickness and fails on the roll and yaw channel. The bandwidth is
the result of the model for the yaw channel. Since such good agreement has been demonstrated
between the model and the end-to-end response, it seems that a better model would satisfy these
requirements. The design parameters show the integrator gain in the pitch and roll channels to be
much higher to compensate for the model following spec (table 3). As a result, the phase margins are
compromised and the wind gust shows more overshoot than the ADS-33 solution. The model
following solution shows that the crossover frequencies were forced even lower. The limiting factor
for the crossover frequencies in this optimized design seems to be the wind gust response. With the
high integrator gain in the pitch and roll, the crossover frequency can be reduced in these channels
without driving the wind gust spec to the edge. The yaw crossover frequency is driven down as well
(table 4). This occurs because when optimizing, CONSOL-OPTCAD works only on the "worst"
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specification data point. Since the roll crossover frequency was allowed to be reduced, this allowed
the optimization engine to reduce the yaw crossover frequency. This explains why in this case the
optimization was able to drive the yaw to the lowest allowable phase margin when this did not occur
in the ADS-33 solution.
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Figure 26. CONDUIT's optimized parameters for the model following solution.
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Table 3. Initial design parameters as provided by Tischler's paper (ref. 12) with CONDUIT
optimized parameters for the model following solution
Design Initial Final Design Initial Final
parameters parameters
Ktheta 13.6 11.6
Kphi 8 5.5
Kpsi 7.6 6.6
Kq 6.4 7.7
Kp 2.4 1.4
Kr 3.2 1.7
Mtheta 2 2
Mphi 2.5 2.5
Mpsi 2 2
Kltheta 0 9.0
Klphi 0 9.0
Klpsi 0 1.6
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The mismatch of the phase curves as discussed in the Tischler paper (ref. 12) was attributed to the
improper use of delay in the feedforward system of the block diagram, shown to be corrected when
the time delay was implemented.
This solution shows much lower crossover frequencies and these seem to be limited by the wind
gust response. The actuator energy, previously thought to be a good reduction parameter, was traded
for crossover frequencies. Looking at the actuator responses for the several sets of design parameters
shows that the actuator specification might not be smooth enough for optimization. The spec might
need to be used as a check only or have the sensitivity reduced in the optimization algorithm.
The solution was able to meet all the feedback loop specifications while driving the crossover down
and the phase margin to the boundary for all three channels.
Table 4. The final values of the optimization constraints
ADS-33 Model following
Crossover frequency
Actuator energy
Pitch 2.19 2.07
Roll 2.89 2.05
Yaw 2.89 2.07
Pitch 0.285 0.178
Roll 0.283 0.089
Yaw 0.197 0.063
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5.4 Windgust Rejection
This problem is used to demonstrate the trade-off possibilities that can be conducted by an
engineer using CONDUIT. CONDUIT provides the ability to compare families of designs,
providing insight into the relationship of competing specifications. This problem is also used as an
example of a simpler problem that could be used as a demonstration problem that would run
quickly and still have a complex real world application. The problem statement was to design a
controller that would allow the UH-60A Black Hawk helicopter to maintain its position within a
series of 10, 20, and 30 foot diameter circles, while under the effect of turbulent wind for
100 seconds.
The feedback architecture consists of simple loops on the position and speed channels as seen in
figure 30. The x, y, and z position vectors are calculated by feeding the integrated speed vectors u,
v, and w. The position and speed are then fed back into the pitch, roll, and collective inputs. For
the small angles, feeding angles into position is sufficient. The feedback gains are denoted as
dp_Kx, dp_Ky, and dp_Kz for the position and dp_Ku, dp_Kv, and dp_Kw for the velocity.
i
Figure 30. Position and velocity feedback loops for position hold example. Includes sensor noise
and turbulence models.
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Turbulence excitation was achieved simply by adding noise into the pitch, roll, and yaw channels
directly before the aircraft dynamics. The wind model being used is placed into the B matrix of the
14 state space model pitch, roll, and yaw channels directly. Measurement noise was added to the
feedback loops in order to simulate sensor error. This became crucial since actuator energy is
driven up as crossover frequency increases, allowing higher frequency noise to affect the actuators.
The actuator energy spec is the same one that is used in the previous examples. It is determined as
the square of the actuator rate normalized to the maximum rate summed over time. However, a
new spec that would maintain the helicopter within the boundaries of the circle needs to be
created. This specification is shown in figure 31. It consists of two axes and a curve spline. The
quarter circle radius contains the boundaries for the helicopter' s root mean square (RMS) radius
during the gust to that point. The RMS radius is used over maximum radius because it is more
continuous since the maximum could be a spike in the position. The spec is set up in this case with
the triangle (fig. 32) representing the x position of the helicopter along the horizontal axis, and the
y position of the helicopter along the vertical axis. The y position and the z position are
represented by the inverted triangle (fig. 32). This gives the radius of the circle. The axes used are
x and y position of the helicopter for the first point, and y and z position of the helicopter for the
second point.
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Figure 31. The position hold specification.
The trade-off demonstrated is actuator energy versus the RMS of the position within the series of
three circles. The specifications used in this example are crossover frequency, gain and phase
margin, actuator energy, and position hold. No design margin is used, since the wind gust was an
approximation and not based on a reliable wind model; because this is a demonstration model, the
design would have no real meaning other than forcing the design to be within slightly smaller
circles.
For deciding on initial gains, classical methods are used once the broken loop frequency responses
are taken, then the location of 45 degrees of phase margin is read along with the required crossover
frequency. Gains are found in order to drop the frequency response to the required crossover
frequency.
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Theoptimization scheme is set up to drive the RMS position within the radius of the three curves.
The initial solution has the RMS value of the Level I curve of a 10 ft radius (fig. 32). This is
considered the solution for the minimum RMS value. The actuator energy is the highest in the roll
channel, indicating that the wind has the most effect on the helicopter in the rolling and lateral
directions, which is supported since the moment of inertia is the least in this axis. The supporting
plot to the position hold specification is a time history of the helicopter's x and y position (fig. 33).
Although the helicopter moves outside the 10 ft circle the RMS value is within the 10 ft circle. The
trade-off of holding the helicopter in a small circle is the actuator energy. Since the roll energy was
so high this will be looked at in comparison with RMS position. Figure 34 shows the supporting
plots for the actuator. The actuator rate is used to determine the energy used. The actuator rate is
the bottom left graph in figure 34. The maximum rate for this actuator is 10 in/sec. The figure
shows us that the actuator saturates frequently during the simulation, hitting values of 10 several
times. CONDUIT will try and drive the actuator energy down for the roll channel, with the
expected result of a larger RaMS value for the position of the helicopter.
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Figure 32. Wind gust solution for minimized RMS position.
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Figure 33. Time history plot of the helicopter's position for minimized RMS position.
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Figure 34. Supporting plot for actuator energy (roll) with saturation in the actuator rate.
The position hold specification is relaxed to allow greater movement as shown in figure 35. Figure
36 shows the actuator energy after CONDUIT has driven it down. The RMS value now lies at
about the 14 ft radius. The time history of the helicopter shows the increase in movement in the y
direction (fig. 37). This increase in RMS value allows the actuator rate to reduce to a maximum
value of 8.5 in/see. The trade-off is becoming obvious: actuator energy for position hold. After
reducing the actuator energy further (fig. 38) the RMS value of the helicopter's position is near 27
ft. The supporting plot shows the helicopter approaching 60 ft in the y direction (fig. 39). The
actuator rates again decrease, as seen in figure 40, to a level of 5.9 in/see. The complementary
nature between the actuator energy and the crossover frequency can be noticed as they both
decrease during the optimizations. The lower crossover frequency acts as a filter, screening out
higher frequencies of sensor noise, which drive the actuators excessively.
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Figure 35. Medium RMS position hold solution.
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Figure 36. Time history plot of the helicopter's position for medium RMS position.
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Figure 38. Large RMS position (minimized roll actuator energy).
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Figure 39. Time history plot of the helicopter's position for large RMS position.
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Figure 40. Supporting plot for actuator energy (roll) with saturation in the actuator rate.
The large difference between the RMS value and the maximum value seen in the last case needs to
be investigated in order to determine an algorithm that might properly contain the helicopter within
a specified radius. However, for the purpose of this example the correct trade-off is demonstrated
to show the trade-off between the actuator energy (and rate) and the position held by the helicopter
(fig. 41 ). These trade-offs allow the engineer the ability to make decisions about actuator
performance for required tasks. Engineers have the option to investigate whether or not the most
costly, faster actuator is required without having to rework the control system parameters.
Recently, results indicating that the increase of actuator activity could be related to increased
failure rate (ref. 15). Rozak was able to show a correlation between an increase in control horn
fatigue damage on simulation of a Black Hawk and increased actuator activity. This study stresses
the importance of evaluating and minimizing actuator energy when designing within CONDUIT.
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Figure 41. The trade-off between hover hold and actuator energy.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS
CONDUIT has proved to be a powerful tool for control system design and analysis. It provides an
interface that allows for the design of control systems that satisfy handling qualities. CONDUIT
calculates a set of specifications, which typically took weeks, within a few minutes. This power
allows for a more detailed analysis of control systems and allows the user to experiment with
different controllers within a short period of time. It succeeds in being flexible to use any control
architecture that the engineer desires. CONDUIT features a GUI environment that allows for
simple and rapid setup procedures combined with detailed analysis that provides the user with
information that supports the results, all with simple mouse commands.
The three examples using a model of the Black Hawk UH-60A with the RASCAL control laws
implemented were used to demonstrate the application of CONDUIT. CONDUIT showed the
ability to evaluate a control system against a series of handling quality specifications in a relatively
short period of time. The three problems featured in this report showed that CONDUIT can work
with a sophisticated model of an aircraft and control law and optimize for 28 specifications based
in time and frequency domain using closed and broken loop responses. It is hoped that industry
takes advantage of this tool in designing aircraft of the future.
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